Sedgwick’s contents solutions division provides comprehensive scope and valuation services. The efficient procedures we have developed ensure a complete and accurate contents inventory, while controlling the costs of a claim.

Our services

- Complex claims adjusting
  - Pack-out management
  - Field capture
  - Application of coverage
  - Pricing and depreciation with claim settlement
- Pack-out management only
- National desk audits
- Claims investigations and fraud mitigation
- Expert testimony

Key benefits

- Detailed, accurate scopes, leading to reduced claim payments
- Extensive experience, combined with outstanding quality and customer service
- Reduced adjustment time, increasing staff adjuster availability
- Files open for shorter time periods (aggressive cycle times)
- Claim payments involving time element, ALE or business income are reduced

The accuracy and depth of our reports is always evident. Losses are fully documented with digital recordings, photos and video. When choosing Sedgwick, you get:

- Adjuster-based contents solutions
- Centralized evaluations and auditing
- Expertise with commercial and personal lines
- Support for any size claim, commercial or residential
- Significant replacement cost savings
- Locations throughout the United States

Contact Sedgwick today to learn more about our contents solutions.

888-232-2080
888-308-0128 fax
contents.newloss@sedgwick.com
www.sedgwick.com